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ABSTRACT
As we know wireless networks have broadcast nature so there are different security issues in the wireless
communication. The security conventions intended for the wired systems can't be extrapolated to wireless systems.
Hackers and intruders can make utilization of the loopholes of the wireless communication. In this paper we will mull over
the different remote security dangers to wireless systems and conventions at present accessible like Wired Equivalent
Privacy (WEP), Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) and Wi-Fi Protected Access 2 (WPA2). WPA2 is more hearty security
convention as compared with WPA on the grounds that it utilizes the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) encryption.
There are few issues in WPA2 like it is helpless against brute force attack and MIC bits could be utilized by programmer to
compare it with the decoded content. So in this paper we will concentrate on different sorts of wireless security dangers.
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INTRODUCTION
Wireless LAN technology has rapidly become very popular all over the world. The wireless local area network
(WLAN) protocol, IEEE 802.11, and associated technologies enable secure access to a network infrastructure. Until the
development of WLAN, the network client needed to be physically connected to the network by using some kind of wiring.
With the rapid increase in use of WLAN technology it is important to provide a secure communication over wireless
network. Since its creation the security of wireless networks went through different stages of development, from MAC
address filtering or WEP to WPA/WPA2.The wireless technology was proven to be very practical (not only) for home
users. Such a handy option to be comfortably connected to internet on a mobile device without the need of wires is still
gaining in popularity. This led to an attempt to make a configuration of WLAN easier for regular user without any
knowledge about computer science. The result of this was standard known as Wifi Protected Setup (WPS).WPS, as a
standardized technology, is implemented on wide variety of currently produced wireless access points. The incorrect
designing of its standard led to fatal weakness which is discussed in this thesis in greater details.
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Figure 1: Wireless Communication
The 802.11 networks consist of four major components:
•

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM - a logical component used to forward frames to their destination.

•

ACESS OINTS (APs) - devices performing wireless-to-wired bridging function.

•

STATIONS (STAs) - device with wireless network interface communicating with other similar devices via APs.

•

WIRELESS MEDIUM - medium used to transfer frames from station to station.

Weakest Security Mechanisms
Among the most commonly used security mechanisms to protect WLAN while them being no obstruction at all
for an even unexperienced attacker are SSID hiding and
MAC ADRESS FILTERING: Many APs offer user an option to hide the SSID. If it is enabled, the AP in its
beacon frames does not show the SSID - an empty string is shown instead. Although it looks like a good idea (if no one
sees the WLAN it cannot be attacked), it is not helpful at all.
MAC ADRESS FILTERING: Like SSID hiding, MAC address filtering is also commonly used "security"
mechanism.
Although it is better to use even weak protection than none at all, MAC address filtering can be easily broken by
using MAC address spoofing technique.
WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy)
Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) is a security algorithm for IEEE 802.11 wireless networks.
WEP Encryption
For each packet, a 24-bit initialization vector (IV) is chosen. The IV concatenated with the root key yields the per
packet key. The CRC-32 is calculated over the data to be encrypted. The per packet key is then used to encrypt the data
followed by the ICV using RC4 stream cipher. The (unencrypted) IV is transmitted in the header of the packet.
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Figure 2: Simplified WEP Frame
WEP Decryption
The initialization vector (IV) is unencrypted in the header. The IV is appended to the root key. The combination
of IV and the root key is used as an input for the pseudo-random number generator to generate a bit sequence. This
sequence is XORed with the encrypted data plus ICV to decrypt the data. The ICV calculation then is run. If the value
matches the value of ICV in the incoming frame, the data is considered to be valid.

Figure 3: WEP Encryption

WPA (WIFI PROTECTEC ACCESS)
The basic principle of WPA could be simplified as follows: transfer the data decrypted by Temporary Key
Integrity Protocol before somebody can decrypt the key. While WEP was using single pre-shared key for all encryption,
WPA changes the unicast encryption key for every frame and each change is synchronized between the wireless client and
the wireless AP. For the global encryption key, WPA includes a facility for the wireless AP to advertise changes to the
connected wireless clients.
WPA features two different operation modes:
•

WPA-PSK (Pre-Shared Key) mode

•

WPA Enterprise mode

WPA Encryption
WPA needs following values in order to encrypt a wireless data frame:
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•

Initialization vector (IV)

•

Data encryption key

•

Source and destination addresses (SA, DA)

•

Priority field value

•

Data integrity key

WPA Decryption
The WPA decryption process can be described as follows: The IV is extracted from the IV and extended IV fields.
The IV, DA and the Data encryption key are used as the input for the key mixing function to produce the per-packet key.
IV and per packet key are used as the input for RC4 PRNG function to generate key stream of the same size as the
encrypted data, MIC and ICV. The key stream is XORed with the encrypted data, MIC and ICV to produce unencrypted
ICV, MIC and the data. The ICV is calculated and compared with the value of unencrypted ICV.
WPA2
In September 2004, the Wi-Fi Alliance introduced Wi-Fi Protected Access 2 (WPA2),which is the second
generation of WPA security. WPA2 still uses PSK authentication but instead of TKIP encryption it uses enhanced data
encryption: a specific mode of
The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) known as the Counter Mode Cipher Block.
WPA2, similarly to WPA, offers two modes of operation:
•

WPA2-PSK (Pre-Shared Key) mode

•

WPA2 Enterprise mode

WPA2 Encryption
•

Encrypt a starting 128-bit block with data integrity key and AES.

•

In the next step, XOR Result1 with next 128-bit block to produce XResult1.

•

Encrypt XResult1 with AES and data integrity key

•

XOR Result2 and the next 128-bit block of data.

WPA2 Decryption
Decryption process can be summarized in these 4 steps:
•

Find the value of the starting counter from values in 802.11 header and MAC header.

•

The starting counter value and the encrypted portion of the 802.11 payload are used as an input for the AES
counter mode decryption algorithm with the data encryption key. The result is the decrypted data and MIC.
To produce the decrypted data block, AES counter mode XORs the encrypted counter value with the encrypted
data block.
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The starting block, 802.11 MAC header, CCMP header, data length, and padding fields are used as an input for
the AES CBC-MAC algorithm with the data integrity key to calculate a MIC.

•

To find out if the data is valid, compare the unencrypted MIC with the calculated value of MIC. If the values do
not match, WPA2 discards data.

BRUTE FORCE METHODOLOGY
The following chart illustrates how the optimized brute-force attack works:

Figure 4: Brute Force Attack Chart

Figure 5: Example of Brute Force Attack

CONCLUSIONS
In the research work it is observed that many organizations are currently deploying wireless networks typically to
use IEEE 802.11b protocols, but technology used is not secure and still highly susceptible to active attacks and passive
intrusions. Currently available security protocols like WEP, WPA and WPA2 have some advantages and disadvantages and
also there are some vulnerability exists in these security protocols. Various types of security attacks are possible as
explained in the previous sections
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Wifi Security provided a preview of mechanisms used for securing wireless networks.. This provided us useful
information which we used in the next chapter, which was dedicated to WLANs encryption standards and mechanisms. In
the chapter we discussed how does each of the standards work: improvements compared to previous standard, encryption
process, decryption process, flaws and possible attacks.
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